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the French, in spite of Last minute galas to aid the Ethiopian
Red Cross, and in spite of the personal amiability of their
representative, were detested in Ethiopia.
An ill-armed rabble had gone for the Turks on Sunday
evening, when I was in the town. I am sorry that I missed
this event. Two Siih lorries and the Plughole pick-up
turned out to save the Turks who were hard pressed , . .
Patrick Roberts in his Foreign Office suit, his horn-rimmed
spectacles, and his Mauser . . . Taylor, his forked mous-
taches almost lifting his hat off ... Don Lee with a hand-
kerchief round his neck. They drove right into the battle,
and killed five before the rest fled. To the Diplomatic and
associated services may be attributed at least one of the dead.
Again I am sorry tha.t I missed this event. I found that I
was enjoying the idea of killing people. It was interesting to
note the growth in myself of one of the normal processes of
colonial warfare. "The smell of bodies, the burning of
houses, the breakdown of every social restriction was a part
of it. You can't get away from it. Destruction and its
physical attributes, putiefaction, arson, pillage, a demeanour
of menace are things tlat attract one when they are really
let loose.
On Monday night the skiftas brought up machine-guns
on lorries and attacled the Belgian Legation. Major
Charter sent out young Pearson with a party of Sikhs.
After a short battle tfiey cleared the wood with a Vickers
gun : they thought that the band was about thirty strong.
The noise was terrific.,, for the Belgian Legation was next
to the British.
Patrick Roberts was giving us a cocktail party that
evening in his bungalow, which lay at the bottom of tie
compound near the Dessye road. Lolita and Margarita
were already there. The shooting into the compound was
increasing. Just as I entered the drawing-room a Vickers
gun answered from beneath the window, and the giils
slipped in a supple manner which did them credit on to the
floor.
After that there was no more shooting from the road,
but the attacks on the Belgians continued.
Monday might refugee volunteers manned posts round
the Legation. The "Turks were especially efficient. "With

